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Abstract
of
PC2 – ICPC CMS Interface Tool

by
Ajinkya Rajendra Ladkhedkar

International Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC) is a competition between
university teams around the world. It was established by ACM in 1977 and sponsored by
IBM since 1997. It is a multi-tiered contest which consists of local university contests,
regional contests and world finals contest. A programming contest usually consists of
teams, judges, problems, scoreboards and scoring algorithms and system support
software. PC2 or Programming Contest Control software is widely used software
throughout the world including at 17 different ICPC world finals.

Currently, the ICPC maintains a Contest Management System (CMS) which registers
contests and teams information participating in ICPC. For interfacing PC2 with CMS,
files have to be manually downloaded from CMS which contains information about teams
and contests. Moreover, the system has no way to put teams into customized groups. The
system also lacks the ability to provide team account configuration information such as
team numbers and passwords for use in PC2. My full stack web application software will
help to overcome all these discussed problems. Since it is a web application, it can be
v

accessed through any web browser once it is installed on a server. The architecture of this
system includes “best practices” which follows MVC software development pattern,
which separates UI from business logic. Developed code for this software is stored in Git
repository for version control, tracking changes and source code management. My project
will help contest directors and contest admins to benefit greatly from the ability to have
PCIT interface easily into ICPC CMS.

_______________________, Committee Chair
Professor John Clevenger, Ph.D.
_______________________
Date
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 What is ICPC?

International Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC) is a global competition conducted
between university teams all around world established by ACM [1] in 1977 and sponsored
by IBM since 1997. Most recently, the World Finals ACM ICPC 2017 was held in Rapid
City, the home of the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSMT) [2]. Each
team consisted of three students who represent their universities. It is a multi-tiered contest,
which consists of local university contests, regional contests and world finals contest. A
Programming contest usually consists of teams, judges, problems, scoreboards and scoring
algorithms along with system support software.

1.2 What is PC2?

PC2 or Programming Contest Control software has been widely used software throughout
the world including at 17 different ICPC world finals. PC2 (the Programming Contest
Control system, pronounced "P-C-squared" or sometimes just "P-C-Two" for short) allows
teams to submit program code over the network to judges where the program is recompiled,
viewed, executed and responded back with appropriated results. The software timestamps
the submitted runs, displays current contest standings in variety of ways and allows judges
to retrieve and re-execute archived runs. The system supports contests held at multiple sites
and allows contestants to submit clarification requests to judges for any questions in
problems [3]. PC2 was developed at CSUS and is available to download at
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https://pc2.ecs.csus.edu/. The most recent version is V9, which is written in Java and
requires Java 1.7 to be installed on the system.

1.3 The ICPC CMS

ICPC maintains a Contest Management System (CMS), which registers contestants and
teams participating in ICPC Regional Contests. The CMS includes a web-based interface
for downloading contestant/team information in a format which can be imported into PC2.
The mechanism for interfacing PC2 with the CMS has the following characteristics.


Downloading from CMS is a manual process (users must open a connection and
login)



Two types of files can be downloaded: “PC2” files (an older format) and more
generic “CLICS CCS” files (the more commonly used file set). Both types of
downloads produce ZIP files; both types can in principle be used to configure a PC2
system. “PC2” zip files contain four files, as follows:
o PC2_Contest.tab – details about the contest (e.g. the formal Contest Name)
o PC2_Team.tab – data about teams registered in the contest
o PC2_Site.tab – data identifying the sites in the contest
o _ PC2_Team.tab – same as PC2_Team.tab except contains an additional
null-filled column intended to be filled in with PC2 Team Numbers by the
Contest Administrator

“CLICS CCS” zip files contain similar information, but the format of each file varies
slightly from the older “PC2” version. For example, information about “groups” in the
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contest is contained in a file named “groups.tsv” in CLICS CCS zip files; equivalent
information is contained in a file named “PC2_Sites.tab” in PC2 zip files. The above files
can be loaded into PC2 for purposes of configuring the Account information in PC2. This
is done using the “ICPC” tab on the “Configure Contest” screen (see the PC2
Administrator’s Guide, Section 6.2) [4].

1.4 Limitations of the Present System


Downloading is a manual process.



The ability to specify separate competition groupings for participants (teams) is
very limited. For example, under some circumstances it is possible to say “all these
teams are at Site 1”; “all those teams are at Site 2”. However, there is no way to
categorize a contest as having “Sites 1, 2, and 3” and at the same time “Division 1
and Division 2” (so that teams at any of the three sites could be competing in either
Division 1 or Division 2).



There is no way for Site Directors to provide team account configuration
information (such as team numbers and passwords) for use in PC2.



There is no way for Site Directors to conveniently print out final configuration
information (such as team numbers and passwords) for their site.

1.5 Proposed Solution to Limitations
The ICPC PC2 -CMS Interface Tool (PCIT) is a system intended to provide the ability for
a Contest Administrator to manage contest teams registered in the ICPC CMS system in a
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way that is flexible with respect to the needs of a geographically distributed multi-site
contest, and compatible with the PC2 Contest Control System. The PCIT system will
provide a set of web pages accessible (with appropriate credentials) by two categories of
users: the Contest Administrator, and the Site Directors at each geographic site in the
contest. The Contest Administrator will be able to view ICPC contest information, manage
custom groups, manage site access permissions and export site data. More specifically, he
will have the ability to assign teams to groups, the ability to manage groups, create groups
and sets, ability to output files for configuring PC2. The Contest site Director will have the
ability to manage groups, view contest information, ability to output files for configuring
PC2. The Contest Administrator will have global access to all data; each Site Director will
have access only to the data for their contest site.
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2. PCIT REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Contest Administrator Requirements
Web-based functionality is to be provided for the following operations for the Contest
Administrator:


Connect and login to CMS



View CMS information about existing contests (based on the Administrator’s
CMS credentials)



Select a CMS contest of interest



Download the CMS PC2 or CLICS zip file for the selected contest



Display the information contained in the downloaded zip file: teams, sites, contest
information, etc.



Construct arbitrary partitions of participating teams (that is, define arbitrarily
many named partitions – e.g. different sites, different divisions, etc.)



Specify to which partition(s) each team belongs (note that teams might be in
multiple partitions – e.g. a team is at a particular site and in a particular division).



Manage credentialed access by Site Directors to the PCIT information



Make site-specific information available to Site Directors



Ascertain when (or whether) Site Directors have updated their site’s information



Generate files containing team information sufficient for importing and fully
configuring account information in PC2, including such data as Team Numbers
and Passwords (for both a “practice” and a “real” contest), the ability to flag
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teams as “deactivated” for a particular contest, and the ability to configure
multiple contests from the same set of data (for example, a “practice” contest
followed by a “real” contest).

2.2 Contest Site Director Requirements
Web-based functionality is to be provided for the following operations for each Contest
Site Director:


Connect and login to the PCIT system



View the team information associated with the Site Director’s site



Update/upload certain data associated with each team, including (but not
necessarily limited to)
o PC2 Team Number
o PC2 Team Password
o Team picture
o Host OS Team Login
o Host OS Team Password
o Other team data



Provide an indication that the site information is “finalized” or not



If “finalized” then download “password sheets” (e.g. a PDF) which can be used by
the Site Director to print each team’s password information.
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Download “Word Templates” and corresponding data files which can be used in a
“Word Mail merge” to generate password sheets containing both PC2 and Host OS
password information. Download “master password sheets” for the site.

2.3 Implementation Constraints
The following constraints apply to the implementation of the PCIT system:


Web services will be implemented as Java EE services



Programmatic access to the ICPC CMS system will be done using the existing CMS
REST interface and the corresponding ICPC Token authentication mechanism



All web services are to be REST-based resources implemented using JAX-RS



Development is to be done using Eclipse



Developed code is to be stored in a Git repository provided on CSUS machines and
updated regularly to enable the PC2 Development Team to track progress and offer
suggestions



Developed code is to include extensive Java documentation



The project will involve not only development of web services (new code) but also
the modification of existing PC2 code – for example, to provide new “import”
capabilities compatible with the files generated by the PCIT system. New PC2 code
implementation is to be done on a “Git Branch” in the existing PC2v9 Git repository
and is to be updated and tested regularly



The architecture of the system is to include “best practices”, including separation
of web UI components from back-end components via a well-defined interface
(using, for example, a RAML specification or other equivalent toolset)
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2.4 Introduction to PCIT specific terms
In this project, some terms will be redefined for the users of this system. Due to project
requirements, below are redefined terms.
Set: Set is a collection of uniquely meaningful named groups, which are stored in
MySQL database.
Group: Group is collection of unique ICPC teams, which can be logically placed
together.
Site Base Number: Each site can be give a site base number, which can uniquely
identify the site and all the teams in the site. For example, if the site number of
California is 1000 then all the teams belonging to this site can be given team numbers
which starts from 1000
Team Number: Team number is a unique number given to each teams. The team
numbers are added to Site Base number, which are later exported as a file. For example,
if CSUS is a team belonging to site California, then team number given to CSUS is 1.
Later, the team number is added to site base number: 1 + 1000 = 1001. This number
signifies that the team CSUS belongs to California site and is the first team in that site.
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Figure 1: Set Group Example
Figure 1 provides an example of Set, Group, Site Base number and Team number.
There are three teams called CSUS, UCDavis and UT Dallas belonging to different
states in US. A set named “Site” can be used to add the locations since they can be put
together. So, the Set “Site” can contain the locations “California”, “Texas” and
“Oregon” which are called a group. Secondly, the contest has teams participating from
various levels like graduate, undergraduate and high school level. Therefore, a second
set called “Level” can be created and the following groups can be added namely
“Graduate”, “Undergraduate” and “High School” groups. Teams from a single
university can be a part of two Sets, just like CSUS is a part of Set “Site” group
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“California” and Set “Level” group “Graduate”. Similarly, other teams are a part of
various sets as shown in the above figure.
One of the important points to consider is that one team cannot be a part of more than
one group in one Set. It can be a part of many groups but all those groups need to be in
different Set. In simple terms, assigning “CSUS” to group “California” and “Texas” in
the same Set “Site” is not possible. Even logically thinking, this does not make sense
since “CSUS” cannot be located in two different sites. However, “CSUS” can be a part
of two groups named “California” and “Graduate” groups which are in two different
Sets.
Secondly, Site Base numbers are assigned to the groups in the Set “Site” since these
are locations. Considering the above example in figure 1, site base numbers are
assigned as follows: “California”: 1000 (Site Base number), “Oregon”: 2000 (Site Base
number), “Texas”: 3000 (Site Base number). All the teams belonging to these two
groups will have the team numbers starting from this site base number. For example,
the team “CSUS” can be given a team number as 1 which will eventually become 1001.
Thus, looking at the team numbers, the contest admins and site directors can easily
identify that a particular team belongs to a specific site only.
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3. TECHNOLOGY STACK
This chapter provides a brief introduction about the various technologies and tools used
for developing this project. The set of technologies and tools used for developing the
project is known as “Technology Stack”. To develop this web application tool, tools &
technologies like AngularJS, RAML, Jackson, Bootstrap, Spring, Hibernate, ICPC
CMS, and MySQL are used. Below are the explanations of each of these technologies
and tools.
3.1 AngularJS
AngularJS is an open source JavaScript framework used to develop front-end web
applications. It is a library written in JavaScript. The most important characteristic of
AngularJS is data binding which helps to automatically update the view whenever the
model changes and vice versa. AngularJS extends HTML attributes with Directives,
and binds data to HTML with Expressions [5]. AngularJS is distributed as a JavaScript
file, and can be added to a web page with a script tag:
<script src =
https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/version/a
ngular.min.js"></script>
version (1.x): Insert the latest available version number on the angularjs.org website.
The version used in this project is version 1.5.2
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3.2 RAML
RESTful API Modelling Language (RAML) is used to describe the API between the
project front-end and back-end, which makes it easy to manage the API lifecycle from
design to sharing. RAML is concise and eliminates the need to specify the requirement
details. RAML can be used to only write what is required to define and to reuse the
API. Using RAML, designing API can be completed in a few minutes using plain text.
Thus, RAML language helps us to quickly describe and write the project API by using
any code editor and saving it in .raml file format. The entire RAML file is machinereadable API design (which can be read automatically by web browser) and user
friendly [6]. The version used in this project is 0.8. Once the RAML specification file
is written, open source tools compatible with RAML available on the projects page of
RAML can be used. There is a list of all open source projects stored on GitHub, which
can be used to generate various outputs. In this project, one such open source tool called
generator-ramlang for generating front-end AngularJS files is used. RAMLang is a very
easy and powerful command line tool used to provide AngularJS services, which
supports communicating with RESTful API’s. The detailed documentation on how to
install and generate these files are on the GitHub page of RAMLang.

3.3 Jackson
Jackson is a high performance JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) processor for Java.
It provides many ways of working including simple POJO (Plain Old Java Objects)
converted to/from JSON. Jackson has a fast and sophisticated object mapper allowing
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exporting to domain models directly [7]. The version of Jackson used in this project is
2.6.3. Jackson is an open source project which can be found on GitHub.

3.4 Bootstrap
Bootstrap is a free and open source front-end web framework used for designing
responsive and beautiful web applications [8]. Use of this framework is to facilitate
quick prototyping of ideas and building of responsive applications. It is a toolkit used
for developing with HTML, CSS and JS [9]. The version used in this project is 3.1.1.
You can use this framework by directly using the CDN
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="//netdna.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/3.1.1/css/boots
trap.min.css">
Since it provides stylesheets which provide basic style definitions for all HTML
elements, it gives a modern, uniform appearance for formatting text, tables and form
elements.

3.5 Spring & Hibernate
Spring Framework is an open source framework providing core support for dependency
injection, Spring MVC web framework and much more, which can be used by any Java
application [10]. Hibernate is an object-relational mapping tool which is used in Java
applications. It is a free framework used for mapping object-oriented domain model to
a relational database. The main reason we used this framework in this project is because
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Hibernate handles object-relational database mismatch problems and thus simplifies
developer’s issues by replacing direct, persistent database accesses with high level
object handling functions [11].

3.6 ICPC CMS REST API
Representational state transfer (REST) Application Programming Interface (API) is a
method of providing interoperability between systems on the web [12]. The ICPC has
provided a REST API for accessing contest information on its CMS interface website
https://icpc.baylor.edu/community/cmsinterface. The contest information can be
retrieved using GET calls to the ICPC CMS server. A valid authorized token and key
is required to get successful response when a GET request is submitted. The contest
admin can provide a valid token and key for a particular contest(s). The CLICS export
REST GET call to retrieve all the contest information for further processing.

3.7 MySQL
MySQL community Edition is a very popular open source relational database
management system. It offers MySQL server, MySQL workbench, connectors, and
much more [13]. The current release is 5.7.19 and can be downloaded from the official
website of MySQL community downloads. It is a fast, easy to use DBMS owned by
Oracle. It works very well with Java, C++, PHP, C, etc. and can be installed on almost
all operating systems easily. MySQL offers a rich interface through its MySQL
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workbench, which makes it easy for developers to operate and manage the database
and schema.
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4. SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1 System Architecture
The system consists of ICPC CMS, PCIT tool and PCIT outputs. The ICPC CMS provides
contest related information in JSON format which is retrieved by submitting GET request
to ICPC CMS. The PCIT processes it and manages this information by providing various
features to Contest Administrator and Contest Site Director. The output TSV data files
from PCIT serves as an input to PC2 system for future use. The PCIT project system
diagram is shown in figure 2:

Figure 2: System Architecture of PCIT
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4.2 Database Schema
The DBMS used for this project is MySQL Community Edition, which is free to use. The
database tables are normalized up to 3NF to ensure correct data being stored without
redundancy. The detailed database schema is shown below. The “pcit” is the database
schema and it contains several tables shown in figure 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. The
“login_details” table stores the login credentials of the user required for accessing PCIT
system. The “manage_contest_details” table contains the contest information like contest
id, contest name, contest short name, contest start date, timestamp and contest key. The
“manage_group_details” table contains the group information like the set information they
are assigned. The “manage_set_details” table contains just the set name and set id. The
“manage_set_group_teams_details” is designed for team group assignment information
storage. The “manage_team_details” consists of all the teams, institution and country
information.
All the newly created Set data is stored in the “pcit.manage_set_details” table and Group
data is stored in the “pcit.manage_group_details” table. SetId is the foreign key in the
“pcit.manage_group_details” table since we are linking groups with appropriate sets. One
of the main features of this project is team-group assignment feature. The information of
teams

assigned

to

respective

groups

is

stored

in

the

“pcit.manage_set_group_teams_details” table. All other tables like “pcit.login_details”,
“pcit.manage_contest_details”,

“pcit.manage_teams”,

“pcit.manage_team_details”

contains the contest, user and team information as the table name suggests. Figures 3 - 10
below show the MySQL database tables and column information:
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Figure 3: PCIT tables in MySQL

Figure 4: Login_Details DB Table Schema

Figure 5: Manage_Contest_Details DB Table Schema
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Figure 6: Manage_Group_Details DB Table Schema

Figure 7: Manage_Set_Details DB Table Schema

Figure 8: Manage_Set_Group_Teams_Details DB Table Schema
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Figure 9: Manage_Team_Details DB Table Schema

Figure 10: Manage_Teams DB Table Schema
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5. IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Getting Started - RAML API file creation
The first step to get started in this project is by writing down the project API specification
using RAML in Mulesoft’s API Manager [14]. Using this tool, the output of the created
API can be tested prior to developing the entire project. The RAML code can be written in
any supported editor. By writing the RAML specification to match the project requirement,
front-end files can be generated. To use this tool, Node.js [15] is installed on a system,
which contains built in npm (Node Package Manager) [16]. The RAML file is created once
the project API specification is written. Figure 11 is a screenshot to illustrate an example
of a RAML file.

Figure 11: RAML API Designer Editor
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Secondly, install RAMLang in order to convert RAML to Angular JS. For installing
RAMLang, it will require Yeoman [17] tool, which is a prerequisite for RAMLang. Once
these tools are setup, AngularJS skeleton files using RAMLang can be generated.

5.2 Back-End DBMS Setup
After installing MySQL Community Edition, create a new schema to add tables. In PCIT
environment, a schema called “pcit” is created where all the tables are added. PCIT Git
Repository contains all the SQL queries required to set up the tables. Open the
“DatabaseTableSchema” file in PCIT project and run all the SQL queries that are already
created for DB schema in the corresponding MySQL environment, which creates empty
tables along with the relationship among tables (i.e. foreign keys). The PCIT tool creates
new sets and groups and saves them to database tables. The system in Eclipse is designed
such that the database configuration information is loosely coupled with core logic files. In
the Eclipse project, the database configuration information is setup in the following file:
PCIT/resources/ “DatabaseEntries.properties” file.
The repository user need to update the database URL, Username and Password according
to the system admins credentials in order to setup a successful connection.

5.3 Front-End AngularJS and Back-end Java Implementation
This section will also provide some information on the project structure in Eclipse. Figure
12 is a snapshot of the project structure in Eclipse:
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Figure 12: PCIT Eclipse Project Structure

The Eclipse project is cleanly structured and separated into Front End and Back End logic.
The “src” folder in figure 12 contains the back - end logic and the “WebContent” folder
contains the front - end logic. The Web Content folder contains various sub folders like
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controllers, css, directives, html, images, services and others, which contains the code for
the front-end screens. The services folder contains the AngularJS services along with the
“service-api.js” file, which was automatically generated by RAMLang. The “service-api”
file is created by using RAML and it provides the ApiProvider for creating the RESTful
URL and making RESTful calls to the back-end. The PCIT repository user can easily
navigate to appropriate folders to access respective modules of the front-end.
“Index.html” is the main entry file to the application. This file loads all the JavaScript files,
properties files, controller files, directive files, services files and CSS files. This helps the
developer to reduce the work of declaring the JavaScript files on respective pages needed,
which reduces redundant code and increases performance by preloading the required files.
If a new controller or services are created and added to project, these need to be added it to
the index.html file. AngularJS is initialized by calling the tag:
<div ng-app="myApp"></div>
“App.js” is the controller where all the AngularJS states are defined. The flow of pages and
redirection are defined in the states mentioned in this file. The state provider and router
configuration were configured by:
myApp.config(function($stateProvider, $urlRouterProvider)
A state is configured like the following parameters:
.state('home', {
url: '/home',
params: {
message: null
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},
templateUrl: './html/PcitLogin.html',
controller: 'submitController'

})

The home URL is called by default or whenever the called URL changes $urlRouterProvider.otherwise('/home');
A form validation is provided by AngularJS to validate the input fields. Web.xml is used
as deployment descriptor for a Java web application and mapping the config.xml files to
the application. Mvc-Dispacter.xml:- This file is used take an incoming URI and find the
right combination of handlers (Controller classes) that combine to form the resource. These
requests are mapped to the Java Spring controllers through annotations which will handle
the Request Mapping URLs provided by RAML services. These controllers will internally
call the service layer for passing the data to Data access Object layer (DAO). The DAO
layer is written using Hibernate [18] which will map the Java objects to database entities.
HQL (Hibernate query language) is used for saving and retrieving and manipulating the
data objects. POJO (Plain Old Java Objects) is used to efficiently handle the data objects.
Status class will be returned to the UI, which will hold the code, message and response
body with database entries.

5.4 ICPC REST API Implementation
The ICPC REST API definitions are declared and displayed on the ICPC CMS website:
https://icpc.baylor.edu/community/cmsinterface

where

developers

can

use

the
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documentation to submit GET, PUT or POST requests to the CMS server. To test the output
of the REST URL’s, it requires a valid TOKEN and key for ICPC contest. Postman [19]
can be used to test the output of the REST services. Entering the GET REST service request
in Postman, in the header section, put Key as Authorization and Value as “Basic <64 Bit
Encoded Value (“Token” + “:”)>”. A 200 response code indicates success and the results
are available in the output console. There are various response codes, which are received
after querying a URL, and it is important that the developer/user understands those codes.
1XX are informational responses, 2XX are success, 3XX are redirection responses, 4XX
are client errors, 5XX are server errors. More detailed information about specific codes can
be found on the list of HTTP status codes wiki page [20]. Figure 13 is an example of a
GET request to ICPC CMS server showing a 200 success code and data in the body.

Figure 13: Postman REST Console
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6. APPLICATION ILLUSTRATIONS

The PC2- ICPC CMS Interface Tool (PCIT) software provides a simple and easy to use
PCIT Login portal page. Figure 14 is the first page which opens up after running the
software on the server. The user can access his account by entering his valid credentials for
PCIT. If user does not have credentials, he can contact the contest admin to register [21].
This page handles and prompts validation error messages if the user enters incorrect
credentials.

Figure 14: PCIT Login

6.1 Connect to ICPC CMS
After user logs into the system, the user has the choice of either fetching data from ICPC
CMS or connecting to Local CMS. The first option retrieves all the contest information
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from ICPC CMS and saves or replaces the selected contest information in database if
already present. The user must enter the ICPC token and contest key to retrieve the contest
information from ICPC CMS. Once the “Fetch data” button is clicked, the system makes a
GET call to the ICPC CMS, which gets data in JSON format. The PCIT system parses the
JSON data and saves the relevant information in the MySQL database. Figure 15 shows
the “Connect to ICPC CMS” page.

Figure 15: Fetch from ICPC CMS

6.2 Manage PCIT Dashboard
This is the user dashboard, which is the home page of the PCIT system shown in
figure 16. The PCIT dashboard provides the user with various options and power
to configure and customize the ICPC information. The help section provides quick
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information for use of each button. Manage Group provides features to Create and
Edit groups, Manage team information and Team – Group assignments. Users can
customize the groups by creating sets, adding groups to those sets and assigning
teams to groups belonging to corresponding sets. The Manage Site Access feature
is limited to the

Contest Administrator and provides the ability to manage

permissions for sites. The Export Site Data feature outputs data in TSV format,
which can be provided as input to PC2V9.

Figure 16: PCIT Dashboard
6.3 Manage Groups
The Manage Groups feature is a dynamic page which displays all created Sets and
related Groups. This page has various options through which the user can customize
his ICPC information. New Set and Edit Set helps to create/edit Sets and Groups in
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the system. If the user wishes to modify or update group information, he can easily
change it through the Edit Set button. Similarly, the user can assign teams to a group
in different sets since teams can only be assigned to a single group in a set.

Figure 17: Manage Groups

6.4 Edit Set
The Edit Set feature in figure 18 provides the functionality to edit Set information.
The user selects any of the available Sets whose information he wished to edit. The
page is designed to populate the Groups corresponding to the Set. In order to delete
groups, just select the group by clicking on it or if the user wish to select many
groups, user can select by pressing Control key and then clicking the groups. Once
selected, clicking on the Delete Set button will delete the groups. If new groups
were to be added, user selects the appropriate check box, which prompts asking
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whether user wishes to add new groups. After checking the box, a text field will
pop up where the user can enter the group to be added to the set.

Figure 18: Edit Set

6.5 Manage Team Information
The Manage Team Information page provides features to configure team
information; specifically team number, team password and site base number. The
Site base number can uniquely identify the site and all the teams in the site. Team
numbers are automatically populated from the data received from ICPC CMS. The
user can edit and assign team numbers manually. The Generate password button
automatically generates a random passord which is a combination of letters and
numbers. The Users can also edit this password field and customize the password.
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The entire customized information can be saved into the database by hitting the
save button. This functionality is provided to Contest Site Directors.

Figure 19: Manage Team Information

6.6 Team Group Assignment
The Team Group assignment feature is a very special functionality where teams are
assigned to a group in different sets. Selected teams can be assigned only to a single
group in one set since team group assignments are mutually exclusive. However,
teams can be assigned to different groups in different sets. This feature is designed
for the requirement which states that groups in a single set are mutually exclusive,
which means that teams can only be in a single group of a Set. Figure 20 shows the
Team Group Assignment in the PCIT software.
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Figure 20: Team Group Assignment
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7. CONCLUSION

7.1 LESSONS LEARNED

I have learned various important technical things during the development of this full
stack web application tool. I got the opportunity to develop and learn how to write a
good API through RAML and use tools to generate files. I got hands on experience
using popular frameworks and web technologies like AngularJS, Bootstrap, Spring,
Hibernate etc. and creating dynamic simplified UI which supports backends. I also
learned how to design the backend database of this system where I normalized and
reduced redundancy of data. Additionally, I learned continuous software development
pushed into production where I checked in code in Git repository and kept on adding
new functionality and fixing bugs.

7.2 FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS


The RAML API can be developed in version 2.0 which has new improved features
which allows writing the project specification more accurately for requirements.



The front-end can be made more user friendly as per the requirements of site
directors and site administrators.



The latest version of Angular can be used instead of Angular 1.x version which
consists of more improved features and new JS standards.
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